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Disclaimers and other important terms
This document has been prepared by Coller Capital Limited (“CCL”) and its affiliates (together, “Coller Capital”) for the sole purpose of providing
general information about Coller Capital; its business and operations; transactions in which Coller Capital has been involved; funds and other
entities sponsored by Coller Capital (“Coller Funds”); their investment strategies and investments; and the secondaries market. It has not been
prepared with regard to the circumstances or objectives of any particular person, or the suitability of a particular transaction or investment for any
person, and no advisory or other relationship is created by this document or any related communication.
This document is directed at professional investors with experience in private equity investments only. Any investment or related transaction is
only available to such investors and will only be entered into with such investors. No other person should rely on this document.
CCL does not provide investment advice or any other investment services to any person other than the managers of Coller Funds, and such
managers ae its only clients. Coller Capital is not responsible to any other person for providing protections that would be afforded to clients or for
advising any such person on any transaction or investment. Nothing in this document should be construed as investment, legal or tax advice.
This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe
for, any investment and should not form the basis for entering into any transaction. Any offer, sale or solicitation of interests in a Coller Fund
will only be made pursuant to that Coller Fund’s confidential private placement memorandum, subscription or equivalent documents (together,
the “Fund Offering Documents”), which will be furnished to qualified investors on a confidential basis at their request. Any such offer, sale or
solicitation will be made on the terms and subject to the conditions and disclosures set forth in the Fund Offering Documents. To the extent that
this document and the Fund Offering Documents cover the same or similar subject matter, the contents of this document are qualified in their
entirety by those of the Fund Offering Documents.
The communication or dissemination of information contained in this document (“Information”) may be subject to legal restrictions in some
jurisdictions, and this document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would
be contrary to law or regulation. Recipients of this document should inform themselves about and observe all relevant legal and regulatory
requirements. None of the Information has been or will be filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any securities administrator
under any securities laws of any U.S. or non-U.S. jurisdiction or any other U.S. or non-U.S. governmental or self-regulatory authority. No such
governmental or self-regulatory authority will pass on the merits of the offering of any Coller Fund or the adequacy of the Information. Any
representation to the contrary is unlawful.
Some of the Information is highly confidential and proprietary in nature and constitutes a trade secret of CCL. This document is provided solely
for the specified use of individuals and institutions who are authorised recipients. Neither this document nor any Information may be disclosed
to any other person, except to legal, tax and accounting advisors of authorised recipients who have a need to receive it and agree to preserve its
confidentiality. Any other use or disclosure requires the prior written approval of CCL.
While Coller Capital seeks to develop or obtain Information in a manner that it believes to be reliable, it makes no representation and accepts no
liability or responsibility to any recipient of this document or any other party in respect of the fairness, completeness, accuracy, quality, reliability
or continued availability of any Information. Coller Capital may update, complete, correct or revise this document or any of the Information at
any time without notice, but is under no obligation to do so. Any and all warranties of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title or non-infringement are excluded. To the maximum extent permitted by law,
Coller Capital will not be liable (including in negligence) for any direct, indirect or consequential losses, damages, costs or expenses arising out of
or in connection with the use of or reliance on this document.
Some of the Information may include forward-looking statements (which may be identified by words like “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”,
“optimistic”, “intend”, “aim”, negatives of such words, or similar expressions), as well as forecasts, opinions and projections, all of which are
based on specified assumptions and are subject to risks and uncertainties outside of Coller Capital’s control. Coller Capital is under no obligation
to update or revise any such statements, whether as a result of new information, future developments, or otherwise. Actual results may differ
materially from any forecasts, opinions and projections.
When this document identifies reasons for Coller Capital’s ability to arrange a particular investment (whether under headings like “Why Coller?”
or otherwise), this reflects Coller Capital’s understanding of strengths, objectives and other factors that may have been relevant to a counterparty.
No statements in this regard should be taken as comments, endorsements or testimonials by counterparties.
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ESG at Coller Capital
At Coller Capital, we believe that ESG starts at home;
applicable both at the level of the firm and fundamental
to our business – key to delivering long-term investment
performance for our investors. We therefore integrate
ESG factors into how we run our company as well as
into all stages of our investment process.
We are mindful of our role and mandate as secondaries
investors, and are careful not to make claims about ESG
that are unsubstantiated or unrealistic. Whilst we do not
manage the assets within the funds of the underlying
GPs we might invest in, we can play a meaningful role
in engaging with GPs and in ensuring ESG is embedded
into our investment processes, in a robust, consistent
and realistic (typically risk-based) manner.
We believe that well-managed companies manage ESG
well, and that poor ESG is a potential indicator of weak
management and poor company performance.
We have invested with over 400 GPs – with
responsibility for over 8,000 companies (including fund
position exposures) – and we have built a powerful
platform to influence them. Thus, by integrating ESG
into our investment management process, we have
been able to amplify the impact not only of our own
ESG Policy but also those of our investors (Figure 1).

(1) Coller Capital defines a direct secondary as any investment where we can
expect to have a holding in the underlying funds of a manager that allows us to
have significant influence in their underlying funds and assets.

We believe that in building an ESG Function comprising
highly qualified ESG specialists embedded within the
firm’s Investment Team (but independent of deal teams),
provides a level of rigour to our ESG analysis, and our
ESG investment commentary. It also enables us to
engage better with underlying portfolio managers on the
policy and practice of ESG.
The ESG Function, led by Adam Black, Head of ESG
and Sustainability is part of the Investment Team. This
ensures that ESG is consistently and authentically
integrated into our investment decision-making and
management process, as part of our wider approach to
risk management.
For each new investment opportunity, the Investment
Team and ESG Function consider ESG due diligence
checklists and undertake targeted analysis. We also
make use of a third-party reputational risk database,
‘RepRisk’, the Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board (SASB) sector guides, as well as various internal
systems and databases to enhance our screening and
due diligence of prospective investments. The focus
of our ESG analysis is at the level of the underlying GP
although we also ask specific questions about ESG at
the level of the assets whenever appropriate.
We have more influence in ‘direct’(1) secondaries, where
we ask more granular questions about ESG at the
GP and the asset level, and seek to ensure that ESG
is a formal component of the GP/portfolio company
relationship throughout the lifecycle of an investment.

Amplifying ESG impact
LP ESG policy

Coller Capital ESG policy

GP 1

Company 1

Company 2

GP 2

Company 3

GP 3

Company 4

Company 5

Source: Coller Capital.
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The development of ESG in private equity
and the secondary market
The early days of the secondary market in the 1990s
coincided with a rise in environmental and social
regulation, and the growth of environmental services for
financial clients (including large buyout funds).

At the sponsor level, buyout managers led the charge,
because of their greater ability to affect meaningful
change at portfolio companies.
There was less focus on ESG by secondary managers,
most of whom relied on portfolio company managers
or undertook only high-level due diligence.

In the 1990s and early 2000s, ESG was largely seen as
a short-term risk to be discussed as part of a firm’s due
diligence during price negotiation (though some banks
and pension funds did also become concerned about
reputational factors and exposure to longer-term risk).

Coller Capital led the way in integrating ESG into
secondaries – developing an ESG Policy in 2011;
signing the PRI in 2014; appointing a Head of ESG &
Sustainability, and creating its own ESG report in 2016.

Few, if any, GPs at the time actively engaged with their
portfolio companies on ESG, and it was rare to see ESG
highlighted on exit as a lever of value creation.

We soon recognised that our platform had the potential
to engage a large number of managers – thereby
amplifying the impact of ESG in our industry.

By 2010, however, significant progress had been made:
the United Nations had launched the Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI); the first GPs had signed
up to the Principles; and many more had adopted formal
ESG policies.
Critical to this progress was the role of asset owners,
with LPs becoming increasingly interested in ESG; the
integration of ESG into private equity had begun.
ESG at Coller Capital

2011

2014

Created an ESG
committee and put
our ESG policy
in place

Became signatories
to the United
Nations-supported
Principles for
Responsible
Investment (PRI)

Winner BVCA
Responsible
Investment Award
(firms> £1bn AUM).
First awarded
A+ for all rated
modules of our
PRI Report

2018

Firm achieved
climate neutral
status for the
first time

2019

2015

Developed our
GP ESG survey

2016

2017

Appointed
Head of ESG &
Sustainability Adam
Black, and published
our first ESG report

Awarded A+ rating
for the Governance
module of our
PRI Report

Expanded the ESG Function,
completed fund-level climate
risk scenario analysis, joined
the CDP & ICGN

Became founding signatory of
ILPA Diversity in Action & UK
initiative and Climat International
(iCI). Supporter of the TCFD

Received special
commendation from the BVCA
for Excellence in ESG Awards'
LP Category

Among the first cohort
to participate in the CDP
Private Markets Pilot
(carbon disclosure)

2020

2021
Figure 2
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Coller Capital’s ESG Policy
In developing and implementing our ESG Policy, we
have considered a wide range of applicable laws and
regulations, codes, principles and specifications, as well
as our internal compliance policies. Particular attention
has been given to support for the following:



the six principles of the United Nations-supported Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI)



the ten principles of the United Nations Global Compact (on human
rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption)







suitability and effectiveness of our Policy on an annual
basis.
We believe that our pursuit of responsible investment
as a business is perfectly aligned with the strong sense
of responsibility – to our investors and to each other –
expressed in our corporate values (Figure 3).

the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
the PRI Limited Partner Responsible Investment Due Diligence
Questionnaire
the ESG Disclosure Framework for Private Equity
the ILPA Diversity in Action Initiative



relevant standards published by the International Standards
Organization



the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)



the Paris Agreement (COP 21) and recommendations of the Taskforce
on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)

We seek continual improvement in our management
of ESG factors (in line with our own ESG Policy),
and Coller’s ESG Committee reviews the continued
Coller Capital’s Values and Fund-level ESG initiatives
Integrating ESG into all
investments (screening
and due diligence)

Identifying bespoke
ESG risks through
deal monitoring

Ensuring transparency
through regular ESG
disclosure

Influencing the
wider market
through advocacy
and outreach

Innovating through ESG to
enhance policy and process

Identifying ‘big
picture’ ESG risks
through fund
monitoring

Targeted ESG
engagement (working
with LPs and GPs)

Figure 3
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Coller Capital’s ESG Policy



Consider applicable ESG issues in all investments, business strategies and initiatives, at both
firm and fund level



Provide our investment professionals and other relevant personnel with an appropriate level of
support, assistance and ESG training



Operate an ESG Committee, comprised of senior management and representatives from
across the business, to monitor implementation of the ESG Policy and approve any significant
initiatives proposed to enhance it



Ensure salient and material ESG risks and opportunities are considered as part of our
evaluation of any prospective investment



Encourage the GPs of portfolio funds (typically our direct portfolio funds) to enhance their
approach to ESG and to assist with their own ESG programmes (notably the stewardship of
their portfolio companies during the holding period and of any material ESG incidents that
might arise), where appropriate



Encourage continual improvement in ESG policies and practices by the GPs of our portfolio
funds



Work constructively with LPs in our funds that express an interest in ESG matters



Review ESG information (on performance and incidents) provided to us by the GPs of our
portfolio funds (both as a result of our formal monitoring requirements and by seeking informal
updates)



Report progress and recommendations to our ESG Committee and relevant governing bodies

Copyright © 2022 Coller Capital Limited / Strictly Private and Confidential
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The ESG Committee and its mission
Oversight of our ESG Policy is the responsibility of Adam
Black, Head of ESG & Sustainability, with the support of
the wider ESG Function and our ESG Committee. The
policy is implemented by our Investment Team through
our formal ESG processes.
The ESG Function is part of the CIO office within the
Investment team, which ensures full consideration of
ESG within our investment management process.
The ESG Committee’s core members are:
 Adam Black (Chair) – Partner, Head of ESG
and Sustainability
 Jeremy Coller – Chief Investment Officer and Managing
Partner
 Matt Franklin – Senior Compliance Officer and Company
Secretary
 Gerald Carton – Partner, Investor Relations
 Rani Swords – Partner, Human Resources and
Talent Management
 Amanda Das – Head of Marketing Operations
 Ian Flavill – Head of Cybersecurity and Facilities
 Alan Briefel – FAIRR Observer
Coller Capital has access to a wide range of ESG
experts (global and local consultancies, NGOs, and
academics). This virtual network is available to support
the Investment Team and is also made available to
portfolio GPs to assist with ESG implementation.

Adam has had a career in ESG and sustainability for
30 years, gaining experience across most industry
sectors and working in over 60 countries worldwide.
He holds a BSc (Hons) Environmental Science, MA
Environmental Law and a post-graduate in Occupational
Health and Safety. He is also a Fellow of the Institute of
Environmental Management & Assessment (FIEMA),
Registered Principal Environmental Auditor (IEMA),
Chartered Environmentalist (CEnv), and Chartered
Member of the Institution of Occupational Safety &
Health (CMIOSH).
Prior to 2008, Adam worked at KPMG Europe
(sustainability advisory business lead), ERM (global
sustainability consultancy) and ERM CVS (ISO
certification), and at Halliburton (oil and gas focused
multi-national). He is a frequent speaker and contributor
to publications on responsible investment, ESG and
sustainability within finance.

ESG training
Our investment professionals have received training
on ESG factors in investment decision-making and
management. This has included in-house ESG training,
on-the-job training, and (between 2016 to 2019) an
ESG e-learning course offered by the BVCA (which
Coller Capital helped to develop). Since 2020 we have
developed our own in-house ESG needs-based training
(delivered by the ESG Function) for all new joiners as
part of formal induction. Suitably tailored versions of
the course are given to all new joiners to our Investment
and Investor Relations teams and we continue to
develop our capabilities in this area. Given the unique
model of secondaries and our bespoke approach to
ESG (particularly in investment decision-making and
management) we felt this was most appropriate for the
business.

Adam Black
Partner, Head of ESG
and Sustainability

The ESG function
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ESG in the Coller Funds
We believe in continual improvement and in giving full
and proper consideration to the mechanics of ESG in
our investment process - that is the focus of our ESG
programme. ESG is integrated into all stages of the
investment process with a focus on our portfolio GPs as
seen in figure 4.

Integrating ESG into the investment process
It is possible to integrate ESG considerations into all
stages of the investment process – across the spectrum
of transaction types and asset classes.
At Coller Capital, we integrate ESG factors into all
stages of our investment process and undertake some
level of ESG analysis for every investment we consider,
as seen in the table below. The scope and depth of our
analysis is necessarily dependent on the availability
of information, the extent of our control in respect
of a particular investment, and our ability to exercise
influence, all of which vary by transaction type (and
within a particular transaction type also on a deal-by-deal

basis). We aim to influence the behaviour of our portfolio
GPs with whom we invest; and, for our direct secondary
GPs, we seek to ensure that ESG is a formal component
of the GP-portfolio company relationship throughout the
investment lifecycle.
A specific commentary on ESG has been provided in all
recommendations to our Investment Committee since
2016. The Committee has now considered ESG analysis
and commentary for 1,000s of investment opportunities,
and there have been a number of occasions on which
we have decided not to proceed with an investment
because of ESG concerns.
We also have the requisite processes in place to be able
to notify investors of material ESG-related incidents or
events, should they arise. The table below is a broad
outline of our general approach to ESG by transaction
type (with deviations and changes allowed depending on
the specific circumstances of a particular deal).

ESG analysis by type of investment
Direct
Cosecondary investment Primary

Pre-investment

Fund
position

(i)

Screen underlying companies against all LP exclusion rights applicable
to the transaction type.









(ii)

Undertake a risk adjusted ESG assessment of the GP (desk-based
research and RepRisk). This may include consideration of factors such
as: the GP’s ESG policy, historical and current approach to ESG, any
initiatives or ESG related targets at the GP level.









Undertake an ESG assessment of the portfolio (desk-based research
and RepRisk). This may include consideration of factors such as:
the geographic and industry exposure of the portfolio, historical
and current ESG performance of the portfolio (e.g. any material
ESG incidents), any initiatives or ESG related targets from portfolio
companies. An assessment of the portfolio is typically not possible
for primary investments into new funds. For larger fund position
investments, we may assess a sample of underlying portfolio
companies.





Pose bespoke ESG due diligence questions (both on the GP and the
underlying portfolio) informed by the ESG assessments in (ii) and (iii)
and other materials (e.g. SASB sector guides) and the expertise of the
ESG function. In this process, the deal team is responsible for liaising
with the GP for responses to the questions. For larger fund position
investments with multiple GPs, we may not raise specific questions
(highly deal dependent).





(iii)

(iv)

Copyright © 2022 Coller Capital Limited / Strictly Private and Confidential
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Direct
Cosecondary investment Primary

Pre-investment

Fund
position

Deal team to liaise with the ESG function on the GP’s response to the
questions. Depending on the response, the ESG function may pose
any further bespoke questions or interact directly with the GP or an
underlying portfolio company. This process may continue until the
ESG function and the deal team are comfortable with the GP and the
investment.









ESG function (and deal team where appropriate) write the Investment
Committee ESG comment. The Investment Committee may choose
not to go ahead with a deal owing to ESG concerns.









(i)

Request notification of any material ESG issues or opportunities and/
or track through the RepRisk database notification of any material
ESG allegations.









(ii)

Identify targeted and specific opportunities to engage with the GP or
underlying portfolio companies on ESG (e.g. developing or enhancing
an ESG policy, providing ESG training, facilitating ESG workshops
and performing ESG screening assessments of portfolio companies).
Post-investment engagements are typically a particular focus area in
direct secondary deals.





Provide major underlying GPs with our annual GP ESG Survey for the
purposes of monitoring the underlying managers on an annual basis
and in developing our annual ESG Report.









Provide major underlying GPs with supporting information on
thematic ESG issues and commenting upon ESG and sustainability
issues that are brought to our attention by underlying GPs to support
their ESG programmes and stewardship of their companies.









(v)

(vi)

(iii)
(iv)

Figure 4

Our ability to influence, and therefore our approach, will vary depending on size of investment and deal dynamics

Influence
Crisis management
Portfolio visits
Workshops
Training
Strategy development
Policy development
Possible GP/portfolio engagement
GP Q&A
GP and sectore ESG screen and search
ESG checklist
Direct secondary
(new GP)

Note: Illustrative purposes only.
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Direct
co-investment

Direct secondary
(estabished GP)

Small
primary

Single fund
position

Investment type
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Portfolio
CLOs
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Commercial approach to ESG

ESG monitoring and reporting

We view ESG as an important tool that can potentially
contribute to the protection and creation of value,
mitigation of risk, and enhancement of the overall
investment management process. We therefore
advocate a commercial approach to ESG adoption
(Figure 6) and promote a positive culture in the
management of ESG factors (Figure 8).

Monitoring

Given the large number of managers and portfolio
companies we deal with, we focus on material ESG
factors. We ask our portfolio GPs themselves to define
materiality, but, in deciding on definitions, thresholds
and criteria, we suggest taking the following into
consideration: the impact on funds; potential harm to
reputation; financial loss/loss of value.
Material issues including incidents or management flaws that
might result in significant harm or a threat to a company’s ‘licence
to operation’:
 Health and safety incidents resulting in multiple injuries/
fatalities

We focus our monitoring efforts on the investments
over which we have most influence (especially direct
secondaries).
Historically, we have asked for material information on
both risks and opportunities, by exception and on a
quarterly basis. We have enhanced this using i-LEVEL
and our QlikSense platform to request more granular
ESG data from the top 30 assets by financial exposure
(in the ‘direct’ secondary portfolio of our seventh and
eighth funds, CIP VII and VIII).
We also engage periodically with GPs who have been
identified by us to be ‘higher priority’ from an ESG
perspective because of their investments or ESG
programmes. For many of these managers we have set
up formal ESG ‘watch lists’ via ‘RepRisk’ – as we have
for certain portfolio companies.

Reporting

 Product safety incidents resulting in harm to consumers
or product recalls

Annual ESG questionnaire and report

 Environmental pollution resulting in harm to human
health or the environment

We ask all major portfolio GPs to complete an annual
ESG questionnaire, in order to track their progress on
ESG.

 Employee relations breakdown or trade union action
resulting in a severe impact on production/training
 Fraud, bribery, or corruption resulting in a product boycott
 A cyber/IT incident leading to significant loss of personal
data or IP

This enables us to report portfolio-level progress back
to our own investors, as well as track our progress in
implementing our own ESG Policy.

Commercial approach to ESG
Business issue

Capex and
opex

Liabilities

Future growth and
operations

Revenue and
margins

Brand and
reputation

Licence to
operate

Improved access to
capital

Customer and
employee retention

Improved risk
management

Fiduciary duty
Figure 6

Note: Illustrative purposes only.
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Annual GP ratings

 Our own knowledge of the GP, gained from
discussions over time

Our annual ESG ratings for our GPs (Figure 7) are largely
subjective, but we consider hard data wherever possible
(on the GP, its portfolio, and its ESG track record).

 Our views on the strength of a GP’s ESG Policy
 ESG risk of sector focus (our views and RepRisk)
 ESG risk of geographic focus (our views and RepRisk)

Our focus is on forming a view on ESG at the level of
every prospective investment opportunity but we also
take the opportunity to reflect and “rate” underlying GPs
on an on-going and annual basis.

 Feedback from peers, investors and other ESG
engaged stakeholders
 Our annual GP ESG Survey
 Evidence from published sources such as RepRisk

We engage with underlying direct GPs when we believe
the ESG issues presented are material to improving
their competence across relevant ESG factors and
ratings.
Our ESG ratings draw on the following sources:

We rate GPs using the above criteria and ultimately
draw upon the 2021 ILPA ESG Assessment Framework.
We consider that an Advanced rating should ideally
be viewed as being an aspirational goal, designed to
encourage continual improvement.

Annual ESG ratings
Rating*

Description (example)

Not Present

 ESG policy is lacking or limited; there is no mention of governance and ESG ownership
considerations or examples which illustrate a policy in action

Developing

 ESG policy details the GP’s approach to identifying and managing ESG factors; reference to basic
governance and ownership considerations

Intermediate

 ESG policy is tailored to the GP’s strategy and investable sectors; there is a clear governance
structure detailing ESG oversight responsibilities and processes and an approach to identifying
material risks and discussing them with portfolio companies
 The GP is able to provide examples illustrating policy integration efforts in prior fund investments

Advanced

 Building upon “Intermediate,” policy is shared publicly and references materiality and how ESG
considerations drive value creation, including look-forward assessments and commentary tailored to
industry segments in which the GP invests
 The GP is able to speak to historical policy revisions, including what changed and why

*ILPA ESG Assessment Framework

Figure 7

Organisation ESG culture
Organisational culture
Consquences
Less effective

More effective

1. The ‘ESG police’

1. The ‘ESG coach’

2. Application of lagging indicators

2. Application of leading indicators

3. Discouraging near-miss reporting

3. Encouraging near-miss reporting

4. Incident based incentive systems (luck)

4. Behaviour-based reinforcement systems

5. Blame and discipline

5. Analysis and action

6. Needs based awareness training

6. Needs-based training

Figure 8
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Evolving ESG initiatives and
engagement
We view our contribution to ESG in our wider
market as that of an influencer and as such we
participate in a number of ESG initiatives and
advocacy programmes.

Advocacy
Advocacy is an important pillar of our programme as a
secondary investor.

Investor-led initiatives
FAIRR

 Signatories to Farm Animal Investment Risk Return
 Contributed to The Coller FAIRR Protein Producer Index

initiative Climat International (iCI)

 Founding signatory (UK Chapter)
 Engagement through SBT Working Group (asset class guidance)

UN-PRI







Member of the PRI Global Policy Working Group (PE industry representative)
Workshop and guide on human rights due diligence
Supply chain guidance contributor, reviewer and launch speaker
Monitoring guidance contributor and reviewer
Secondment (UN-PRI) to Coller (SDG project)

BVCA







RIAG member (2009-2019)
BVCA e-learning (course development and sponsor)
Responsible Investment Guide
Workshop (starting the ESG journey)
BVCA ESG Course Director

Hong Kong VCA

 ESG Committee member
 ESG Award (judge)

ILPA

 Contributor to various workstreams and workshops

Invest Europe

 RI Roundtable member
 Impact Investing Guidance (reviewer)
 Sustainable Finance (HLEG) contributor

Associations

Environmental disclosure systems
CDP










Speaker on supply chain environmental due diligence
Internal workshop to CDP team on ESG in private equity
Signatory (carbon)
Forest Champions
Water Champions
Supporter of Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative
Introduction to initiative Climat International (iCI)
Founding participants in private assets carbon disclosure pilot

Professional ESG bodies
IEMA

 Green Finance Working Group member (Institute of Environmental Management &
Assessment)

ZSL Spott

 Signatories since 2022
 Committed to working together to raise awareness of private market disclosure in
respect of supply chain deforestation
 Worked in conjunction to issue a ‘GP Prompt’ on deforestation
 Will join working group to develop standards for the finance sector in respect of
nature/bio-diversity risk

Copyright © 2022 Coller Capital Limited / Strictly Private and Confidential
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Climate change and the taskforce for climate-related
financial disclosures
Physical risk
The Financial Stability Board established the TCFD –
an industry-led task force made up of 32 members
and chaired by Michael Bloomberg – to develop a
voluntary set of consistent, climate-related financial risk
disclosures for investors and stakeholders (Figure 11).
The TCFD’s intention is to help companies understand
what financial markets need from disclosure in order
to measure and respond to climate change risks, and
to encourage companies to align their disclosures with
these needs.
The TCFD has developed four recommendations on
climate-related financial disclosures, which are intended
to be suitably ambitious while also being practical
enough for near-term adoption. The recommendations
are split across four ‘thematic areas’ representing core
elements of how organisations operate: governance;
strategy; risk management; and metrics and targets.

Figure 9

We also shared more granular findings with certain
underlying ‘directs’ GPs in a targeted engagement
initiative designed to enhance their own work at the
portfolio company level in respect of climate risk.

Transition risk

We are signed up as supporters of the
recommendations and have encouraged underlying
portfolio GPs to adopt the approach set out by the TCFD.
Our climate-related risk note, issued to GPs in 2017,
was developed using the TCFD as a framework and
we undertook climate risk analysis on the Coller Funds
between Q4 2019 and Q4 2020 and again in 2021-2022
for CIP VIII.

Figure 10

Core elements of recommended climate-related financial disclosures

Governance

Strategy

Risk
management

Metrics
and targets

Governance
An organisation’s governance around climate-related risks and
opportunities
Strategy
The actual and potential impacts of climate-related risks and
opportunities on an organisation’s businesses, strategy and
financial planning
Risk management
The process used by an organisation to identify, assess and
manage climate-related risks
Metrics and targets
The metrics and targets used to assess and manage relevant
climate-related risks and opportunities

Source: The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
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ESG at the Firm and our values
Coller Capital’s corporate values
Our corporate values (Delivering for investors;
Innovation; Empowerment; Fairness & respect; and
One firm, one team) are underpinned by our focus on a
core central value: Integrity. For Coller Capital, integrity
means:


Never compromising our investors



Never crossing the line between competitiveness
and wrong-doing



Always keeping our word



Never saying anything that isn’t true



Always acting in a way that safeguards the firm’s
reputation

We believe that our pursuit of responsible investment
as a business is perfectly aligned with the strong sense
of responsibility – to our investors and to each other –
expressed in our corporate values.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Our DEI partnerships
Girls are investors (GAIN)
 GAIN (Girls Are Investors) is a charity set up by
investment professionals to improve gender
diversity in asset management by building a talent
pipeline of entry-level female candidates.

Women’s Societies Alliance (WSA)
 The alliance aims to champion gender equality
within the finance and corporate environments
through building a community for all female
students across the UK and female professionals at
sponsor firms.

#10,000 Black Interns programme
 The programme aims to transform the horizons
and prospects of young black people in the UK by
offering paid work experience across a wide range
of industries as well as world class training and
development.

Orchid Foundation
 The Orchid Foundation is a mentorship and
scholarship program for underserved girls. They
choose girls who are excelling in their academic and
extracurricular pursuits to help fill the resource gap
presented by their socioeconomic backgrounds.

St Thomas The Apostle School and 6th form college

At Coller, we recognise that a diverse range of thoughts,
experiences, and skills is key to the success of our firm.

 The St Thomas the Apostle College is a mainstream,
state-funded senior school for boys in London,
England.

We aspire to create an environment where everyone
is included, able to give their best and have a voice
- irrespective of their culture, religious belief, colour,
sex, sexuality, age, gender, disability, marital status,
background, or physical appearance. Equal opportunities
at every level, and a commitment to diversity of
leadership over time, are fundamental to this aspiration.
We also recognise our obligation to effect change at a
societal level.

Out Investors

Our commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion is not
just words on a piece of paper, it is embedded in our
values and how we work, through the organisation.
Our DEI Committee has three pillars: Mental Health and
Wellbeing; Social Mobility; and Inclusion. Under these
areas of focus we have formed many partnerships with
external organisations to support our efforts.

 Out Investors is a global network for LGBT+
Investment Professionals.

Mind
 A mental health charity that provide advice and
support to empower anyone experiencing a mental
health problem. They campaign to improve services,
raise awareness and promote understanding.

Diversity, equity and inclusion have long been priorities
at Coller Capital, and the firm’s DEI Committee officially
formed in early 2018 to promote DEI throughout the
firm and its business activities. As a signatory to ILPA’s
Diversity In Action (DIA) initiative, we are seeking to
better define our diversity goals. To that end, through
ILPA’s DIA, we are working with LPs and GPs in
the private equity industry to develop and institute
appropriate, quantifiable and benchmarkable diversity
goals in our hiring and retention process.

Copyright © 2022 Coller Capital Limited / Strictly Private and Confidential
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Sustainability

Carbon footprint

We have an established a sustainability team, which is
responsible for our ESG footprint across our offices, as
well as our relationships with suppliers. Much of their
work relates to the consideration of sustainability and
ESG factors in the procurement of goods and services,
and in general building/facilities management.

In 2019 the firm first achieved climate neutral status and
we retained this in 2020, 2021 and 2022. The process
involved independent measurement of Coller Capital’s
direct and indirect emissions for a 12 month period.

Examples include: ensuring our cleaning contractors are
paid the London Living Wage; assisting with ESOS (the
UK’s Energy Saving Opportunities Scheme); working to
measure, reduce and report on Coller’s carbon footprint
(to support our climate neutral status); and compliance
with the UK’s Modern Slavery Act. Where possible,
all procurement has endeavoured to avoid single-use
plastic. Coller Capital sources its food in line with the
Firm’s ESG policies and food standards, which includes
the Farm Animal Welfare addendum, regarding animal
welfare and sustainable farming practices.

Coller Capital has established strong governance
around cyber security and has developed an Information
Security Programme, with the Head of Cyber Security
reporting directly to the COO. Cyber security is treated
as a significant business risk.

Cyber Governance

An Infosec Group with departmental representation
provides strategic and operational focus on cyber
threats, risks and mitigation. This cyber risk
approach forms part of the firm’s wider business risk
management framework, which is overseen by our
Operational Risk & Controls Committee. Cyber security
updates are also presented at every board meeting.

ESG at the Firm
Climate neutral
through offsetting

Annual carbon
footprint and reporting

Focus on mental
health awareness

Responsible procurement
and sustainable sourcing

Focus on diversity,
equity and inclusion

Animal welfare
and responsible
food sourcing

Strong governance
around cyber security

Figure 12

Source: Coller Capital.
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